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The Radio Station, Seventh Edition: Broadcast, Satellite & InternetFocal Press, 2006
Keith's masterful updated survey of what has changed and what remains the same in the dynamic audio industry.
 - Christopher Sterling, 
	George Washington University     

       The bible for beginning radio professionals. A complete guide to the internal workings of radio stations and the radio industry. The book  is now a...
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MP3: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2000
MP3, standing for MPEG-1, Layer 3, is a codec for compressing the size of audio files for digital distribution. Much more than a definition, MP3 is nothing less than a cultural and economic revolution on the Internet. Every day, hundreds of thousands of MP3 music files are searched for, shared, recorded and listened to by  computer and Internet...
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An Introduction to 3D Computer Vision Techniques and AlgorithmsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Computer vision encompasses the construction of integrated vision systems and the application of vision to problems of real-world importance. The process of creating 3D models is still rather difficult, requiring mechanical measurement of the camera positions or manual alignment of partial 3D views of a scene. However using algorithms, it is...
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3D Computer Vision: Efficient Methods and Applications (X.media.publishing)Springer, 2009
This book provides an introduction to the foundations of three-dimensional computer vision and describes recent contributions to the field. Geometric methods include linear and bundle adjustment based approaches to scene reconstruction and camera calibration, stereo vision, point cloud segmentation, and pose estimation of rigid, articulated, and...
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Visual Effects in A Digital World: A Comprehensive Glossary of over 7,000 Visual Effects TermsMorgan Kaufmann, 2001
"Extensive, exhaustive, complete...Half the terms I didn't know! Every studio exec, director, producer, student and journalist should read this book cover to cover!"
Scott Ross, Co-Founder/CEO, Digital Domain 

"An indispensable tool for anyone working in the visual effects medium today." 
Marty Cohen, Post...
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Hacking Electronics: An Illustrated DIY Guide for Makers and HobbyistsMcGraw-Hill, 2013

	Bring your electronic inventions to life!


	"This full-color book is impressive...there are some really fun projects!" -GeekDad, Wired.com


	Who needs an electrical engineering degree? This intuitive guide shows how to wire, disassemble, tweak, and re-purpose everyday devices quickly and easily. Packed with...
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Intelligent Multimedia Surveillance: Current Trends and ResearchSpringer, 2013

	Intelligent multimedia surveillance concerns the analysis of multiple sensing inputs including video and audio streams, radio-frequency identification (RFID), and depth data. These data are processed for the automated detection and tracking of people, vehicles, and other objects. The goal is to locate moving targets, to understand their...
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iPod: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2013

	
		Apple’s iPods continue to set the bar for media players, with bold new features like the Touch’s supersized screen and Siri voice control. But iPods still lack a guide to all their features. That’s where this full-color book comes in. It shows you how to play music, movies, and slideshows; shoot photos and videos;...
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How to Cheat at Securing a Wireless NetworkSyngress Publishing, 2006
Wireless connectivity is now a reality in most businesses. Yet by its nature, wireless networks are the most difficult to secure and are often the favorite target of intruders. Some of the primary threats are the result of the following factors:
	Denial of service (DoS) and other network layer attacks  
	Unauthorized...
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The iPod CompanionPremier Press, 2003
Are you ready for the iPod? This amazing digital music player will change your music buying and playing habits forever! A perfect match for your new iPod, The iPod Companion will guide you through the world of high quality digital sound. You'll get the tips you need to rip and import the highest quality music for your iPod while...
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Build Your Own Low-Power Transmitters: Projects for the Electronics ExperimenterNewnes, 2001
Rudolf Graf and William Sheets have written a book containing twenty low-power (LP) transmitter projects, perfect for the electronics hobbyist and radio experimenter. Now that the FCC has changed its regulations about "pirate" transmissions, more and more people are setting up radio and video stations for broadcast from their homes. Build...
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iPod & iTunes For Dummies, 3rd EditionFor Dummies, 2005
Import music, create playlists, burn CDs, and more
   Power up your iPod, fill it with tunes, even use it to manage your life   

   Nothing since the Walkman® has changed the music world like the iPod. But did you know your iPod can also keep your calendar, store photos, and wake you in time for...
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